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Abstract 
This paper presents a simple unifying algorithm for solving systems of linear equations. Solving a system of linear 
equations will be interpreted as an interpolation problem. This new approach led us to a general algorithm called the 
recursive interpolation algorithm R1A. In Part I we gave the connection between this algorithm and known direct methods; 
in this part the truncated and the restarted versions of the RIA will be given. We will also show how to choose two free 
sets of parameters in the R1A for recovering some iterative methods. 
Keywords." Recursive interpolation algorithm; Iterative methods 
AMS classification: 65F10 
1. Introduction 
The first contribution is to present a unified approach to the majority of  the existing algorithms 
for solving systems of  linear equations. They are embedded in a general algorithm, the RIA where 
they correspond to particular choices of  two free sets of  parameters. The Rig contains essentially all 
possible algorithms with the following property: they can solve, in exact arithmetic, a linear system 
starting from an arbitrary point and in a number of  iterations no greater than the number of  equations. 
The majority of  the direct and iterative methods proposed in the literature have this property and 
fall therefore into the RIA class. The second contribution of this paper lies in new formulations of  
classical algorithms that may be computationally attractive and compete with classical formulations. 
In Part I the RIA and some of  its properties have been studied, the connection between this algorithm 
and known direct methods has been given. The paper is organized as follows: we recall the R1A 
and some of  its properties tudied in Part I. We give also the restarted and the truncated versions. 
Section 3 is concerned with the application of  the R~A to systems of  linear equations. We show how 
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to choose the free sets of parameters in the RIA for recovering some iterative methods. We also 
consider the use of preconditioning in conjunction with some of the iterative methods. 
2. Recursive interpolation algorithm: RIA 
Let us consider the linear system 
Ax = b, (2.1) 
where A = (aio) is n × n real nonsingular matrix and b = (bl,.. .  ,b,) T is a given vector of ~". We 
will recall the formulation of the RIA and give its restarted and truncated versions. 
2.1. Formulation o f  the R1A 
Let ul, . . . ,  un, Z1,..-,Zn be elements of I~ ~. We denote by (. ,  • ) the usual inner product in ~n and 
by [I. II the corresponding norm. We assume that the vectors Ul,..., un are linearly independent. The 
vector interpolation problem [6, 7, 17, 23, 24] is defined as follows: 
Let Xo be an arbitrary vector o f  R". For k <% n f ind the vector xk o f  En such that 
k 
Xk = Xo + Z aiui (2 .2 )  
i=l 
and for  j = 1 , . . . ,k  
(zj,xe) = (zj, x). (2.3) 
This problem is solved by the recursive interpolation algorithm (RIA) which is described as follows 
[24]. 
ALGORITHM 1: RIA 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, goa = Ul, 
for  m= l , . . . , k ,  
(Zm, X--Xm-,) 
Xm =Xm--1 -~- 7" ' - - - - """~ gm--l,m, 
~Zm, gm--l,m] 
g0,m+l = Um+l~ 
for  i=1  . . . . .  m, 
(zi, gi-l,m+l )
gi, m+l = gi-l,m+l -- *Z ~ gi-l,i, 
i, gi-l,i? 
end i, 
end m. 
Remark 2.1. We see that 
gi, m =Urn -- ~ (ZJ'gS-I'm) 
j=l  (ZJ 'g j - l , j )  gj- l ' j"  
(2.4) 
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The process used in the RaA for computing the vectors gm-l,m for m = 1,. . . ,n can be interpreted 
as a process for constructing a new basis of R n from the old basis Urn. The vectors gm-l,m generated 
by the RIA can be normalized to have length 1. 
In the formulation of the R~A we have assumed that D~ = [(zi, uj)]l,<i,j~k is a strongly nonsingular 
matrix [24] (i.e. no break-down), in general this condition is not satisfied and the RIA will fail. For 
avoiding this difficulty we can use a pivoting strategy [24]. Some important properties of the RtA 
have been studied in [23, 24]. We set for m = 1,.. . ,k, 
U m = [Ul , . . . ,Um] , (2.5) 
Z m ~- [z 1 . . . . .  Zm] , (2.6) 
Gm ---- [g0,1,-.. ,gm--l,m], (2.7) 
On = Um[ZTUm] -1ZT  (2.8) 
Q'm T -1 = Gm[ZmGm] Z m. (2.9) 
where Z T is the adjoint of the matrix Z. It is easy to see that 
Xm=Xo- [ -Qm(x-xo) ,  (2.10) 
gm, i~- - - ( l -Qm)u i  for i > m. (2.11) 
It has been proved that [24] 
X m = X 0 "q- Q~ (x - Xo), (2.12) 
9m, i = (I  -- Q'm)Ui for i > m. (2.13) 
Many iterative methods for solving systems of linear equations are particular cases of the RIA. An 
important particular case of the RIA is defined by choosing Zm = Hgm-t,m, where H is assumed to 
be a symmetric matrix. Let ul , . . . ,  Un be linearly independent vectors of ~n and Q'm be the matrix 
defined by (2.9). Then for this particular case we have the following result [24]. 
Proposition 2.2. I f  for  m= 1,... ,k, we choose Zm=ngm_l ,m,  where H is assumed to be a symmetric 
matrix, and i f  Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have 
(1) ,T Qm n = HQ t . 
(2) (Zm, X -- Xm_l) = (Zm, X -- Xo) ~- (Hum,X- -  Xm-,) .  
(3) (Zm, gm-l,i) = (Hum,gm-l,i) = (Zm, Ui), for  i >~ m. 
(4) ZX, nUm is an upper triangular matrix. 
(5) Z~ Gm is a diagonal matrix. 
Remark 2.3. We see that the choice Zm = Hgm-l,m or Zm = Hum leads to mathematically equivalent 
algorithms. 
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2.2. The restarted and the t runcated versions o f  the RIA 
A difficulty with the RIA is that, in general, it becomes increasingly expensive as the step number 
k increases. There are two distinct ways of avoiding this difficulty. The first is simply to restart 
the algorithm every s steps where s is some integer parameter no greater than k. The second is to 
truncate the process, by insisting that the new vectors gi, m will be expressed only by the previous s 
vectors. This leads to the restarted and the truncated versions of the RtA. The first will be denoted 
by RRIA(S), and the second by rRIA(S). The RRIA(S) is described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 2: ~RIA(S) 
1. XO is an arbi t rary vector, choose or compute  zi, ui fo r  i = 1 . . . .  , s, 
2. g0,1 = ul, 
fo r  m= 1 , . . . , s ,  
(Zm, X -- Xm--l> 
Xm = Xm-1 -4- (Zm, gm--l,m) gm--l,m, 
gO, m+l ~--- Urn+l, 
fo r i= l , . . . ,m,  
(Zi, gi--l,m+l)g, l z, 
gi, m+l = gi-l,m+l ~ i , ~  "- '" 
end i, 
end m, 
3. Xo = Xs, choose or compute  zi, ui fo r  i = 1 . . . . .  s, go to 2. 
For the truncated version of the RIA, we truncate gi, m given by the relation (2.4). We denote it by 
0i, m. Then for i ~< s we have Oi, m = gi, m and for i > s we have 
gi, m=OO, m - £ <ZJ'lJJ-l'm> 
+=i-s+, <zj,0j_,,j> 0j_,,j 
i--1 <Zj,~ffj_l,m> _ (Zi_s,~i_s_l,m) (Zi, gi--I m) - 
=gO, m- -  Z ~g J - - l , J  -~- I - \ tJi--s--l i--s ~-- ~ ~i--l i 
j=i--s ~Zi--s, gi-s- l , i - -s) ' (Zi, gi--l,i) " 
= gi--l,m -~- 
(Zi--s, g i - s -  1, m) - 
Zi_s, - \ gi--s-I i--s 
gi--s--l,i--s] 
We thus obtain the following truncated RIA. 
<Zi, g i -  l, m > - 
ALGORITtlM 3: TP, IA(S) 
XO is an arbi trary vector, ~70,1 = u~, 
fo r  m= 1 , . . . , k ,  
<Zm, X - -  Xm- ,> - 
Xm = Xm--I -]- (Zm, ~tm-l,m) gm-l,m, 
gO, m+l ~ Urn+l, 
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i f  m <. s do 
for  i=  1 , . . . ,m,  
(Zi, 0i--1, m+l ) - 
Oi, m+l = 0 i - - l ,m+l  (Zi, Oi--l,i) gi--l,i, 
end i, 
i f  m > s do 
for  i= l , . . . , s ,  
gi, m+l : g i - - l ,m+l  
end i, 
for  i=s  + l , . . . ,m,  
gi, m+l : g i - - l ,m+l  -'[- 
end i, 
end m. 
(Zi, Oi--1, m+l ) - 
(Zi, Oi-l,i) gi- l ,D 
(Zi--s, Oi-s--1, m +1 ) - 
(Zi_s, Oi_s_l,i_s ) gi-s-- l , i -s 
(Zi, Oi--I,m+' ) - 
(Zi, ~]i--l,i) gi- l , i ,  
3. Application: iterative methods 
If we choose, in the RIA, Z m and U m such that (Zm, X - -Xm_ l )  is known, then from Proposition 2.1(7) 
in Part I [24], we know that there exists k0 ~< n such that xk0 = x. For the mth iterate vector Xm we 
define the associate residual vector, rm = b -  AXm, given by 
Zm, X -- Xm_l) ~ 
r,, = rm-1 - 7-----------7 •gm--l,m. (3.1) 
kZm, gm--l,m) 
For applying the R~A we have to solve two problems: 
P1. The rUA must be well defined (i.e., Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix). 
P2. Zm must be choosen such that (Zm, x -  Xm-l) is known. 
The majority of the methods proposed in the literature, for solving (2.1), have the following 
property: they can solve, in exact arithmetic, the linear system (2.1) in a number of iterations no 
greater than n. There are two classes of these methods: direct methods and iterative methods. The 
direct methods have been studied in Part I [24]. The iterative methods will be obtained from the R~A 
by choosing Zm depending on the preceding iterations. We find in this class the conjugate gradient (CG) 
method [16], the conjugate residual (CR) method [13], the generalized conjugate residual (~cR) method 
[13], the conjugate gradient method applied to the normal equation with minimum residual (c~yR) 
[13], the conjugate gradient method applied to the normal equation with minimum error (CGNE) [13], 
the Daniel method [10], the generalized Daniel method studied in [19, 22], the Axelsson methods 
[3, 4], the Axelsson and Vassilevski methods [5], the Orthodir, Orthomin and Orthores methods 
of Young and Jea [30], the generalized conjugate directions methods [11], the orthogonal errors 
methods [15], a class of the scaled ABS algorithms [1]. Some other iterative methods can also be 
obtained by the ~A. We will also study the full orthogonalization method and the G~s algorithm 
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[26], which are special cases of the eaA. Now we will give the choice of u,, and Zm to obtain these 
methods and we will also give a new formulation for some of them. 
3.1. The generalized conjugate direction methods 
The prototype for the class of conjugate direction algorithms was described by Fox, Huskey 
and Wilkinson; see [28]. They take A to be symmetric and define the linearly independent vectors 
vl,..., v, to be A-conjugate (i.e., (Avi ,  v j )  : 0 for  i y~ j and (Avi, vi) ¢ 0). Starting with x0, the 
solution x, of (2.1) may be constructed by the following algorithm: 
For m = 1, . . . ,n,  
rm-1 = b - AXm_l ,  
(Vm, rm-,) 
Xm = Xm--I AV (Vm,Avm) Vm, 
end m. 
Note that this algorithm is a particular case of the RIA with the choice Zm :ATVm and gm-l,m = Um; 
the vectors gm-l,m are not computed by the eaA. The point to be noted is that the vectors v~ .... , v, 
serve two purposes: first they provide directions along which the approximate solutions Xm are to 
be altered, and second they delineate the subspaces in which the residuals rm are forced to lie. The 
essential part of the first generalization of the notion of conjugacy is to provide a second set of 
vectors to serve the second purpose. 
Definition 3.1. Let A, V, W be nonsingular matrices, with V = [vl . . . . .  vn] and W = [w~,..., w,,]. Then 
(V, W) is an A-conjugate pair if WTA V is lower triangular matrix. 
The first generalization of the conjugate directions method, due to Stewart [28], is described as 
follows: 
For m= 1,. . . ,n,  
rm-I = b - Axm-l, 
(Wm,rm-,) 
X m = Xm_ 1 -~ (wm,AVm) Vm' 
end m. 
Note that this algorithm is also a particular case of the R~A with the choice Zm = ATWm and 
gm-l,m = Vm. The second generalization is due to Dennis and Turner [11]. They present an unifying 
work for a class of conjugate direction algorithms for solving the system (2.1). The class under 
consideration consists of algorithms that minimize an error functional over a subspace at each step. 
This method was called the generalized conjugate directions (OCD) algorithm. This algorithm is stated 
as a means of finding the minimizer of the quadratic 
' (x, Hx) - (h,x), q(x)  = 
where H is assumed to be an SeD matrix. The GCD algorithm produces a sequence Pl, P2,. . . ,  of 
linearly independent, mutually H-conjugate directions (i.e., (p i ,Hp j )= O, i C j ) .  The GCD algorithm 
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is described as follows: 
YCo is an arbitrary vector, ~o = h -  HYCo, 
for m = 1,. . . ,  until convergence do 
I f  Ym-i ¢ O, get dm such that (d,,,~m-1) ¢ O, 
YCm = {argmin(q(x)),x E span{p1,..., pm-,,dm} , 
Pm = YCm --  TOm-l, 
rm = h - Hx,n = ?m-1 -- Hpm, 
end m. 
It has been shown in [11] that this algorithm includes the standard and the preconditioned conjugate 
gradient algorithms [13, 16], the conjugate residual algorithm [13], Craig's method [13], Elman's 
generalized conjugate residual algorithm [13], Vinsome's Orthomin algorithm [29], the Orthodir 
algorithm of Young and Jea [30] and the GMRES algorithm of Saad and Schultz [26]. Now we will 
give the explicit algorithm [11]. 
ALGORITHM 4: GCD ALGORITHM 
YCo is an arbitrary vector, ~o = h - HYco, fll,o = O, 
for m = 1 . . . .  , until convergence do 
if  Ym-1 ¢ O, get dm such that (dm, rm-l) ¢ O, 
(dm,Hpj) for m >>. 2 and j = 1 , . . . ,m - 1, ~m,j - -  (Hp j ,  p j )  ' 
(dm,  rm- l )  
O~ m 
(ndm, dm-  Ejm] 1 f lm, jP j ) '  (m_,) 
dm- /L,jpj , 
j=l 
Pm = Xm - -  YCm-- 1, 
?m = h - HYc m = t7,n_l - Hpm, 
end m. 
Let us set Pm = [P l  . . . .  , Pm- l ,dm] .  The following result has been proved in [11]. 
Proposition 3.2. (1) (Fm, Pj) :0 ,  1 ~ ff ~ m. 
(2) (p i ,Hp j )  = O, i ~ j. 
(3) (p i ,npi )  = (pi, ro), for all i. 
T --1 T -  (4) YCm =Xo +Pm[PmHPm]  Pmro • 
We have the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  we choose, in the ~A, X0 = X0, Zm = H(dm -- ~-~jm_--ll f m, jP j )  and Um= dm, then we 
get the GCD METHOD. 
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Proof.  First let us remark that from Proposition 3.2 we have 
and 
,x g dm Z flm,jPj ---~m-I 
j=l 
= 
IH (dm-E~m' JP J ) 'd rn -~m]P J l= lHdm'dm-E~m' JP J l  " j : l  j : l  [ j=l 
Then from this discussion it is sufficient to prove that gm-l,m =dm -- Ejm_l I ~m,jPj. For m = 1 we 
have g0,1 = u~ = dl. Assume that it is true for m-  1. Then from (2.4), we have 
(Zj, gj-l,m) 
gm-,,m =Urn -- Z (zj, gj_ij) gJ-"J 
j=l 
m-I (Hgj_l j, Um) 
= Um -- E . . . . .  " - -  gj--l,j" 
j=l (HgJ-l,J'gJ-l,J) 
Note also that from the definition of  pj we have gj_~,j = pJccj. So we get 
m--1 (Hgj-l,j, Um) 
gm--l,m:Um - Z (Hgj_,d,-------~j_,---j) gJ l,J 
j=l 
m--1 
=din__ Z (gpj/o~j, dm) pj/o~j 
j=l (Hpj/o% pj/aj) 
m-I 
:d in -  Z (Hpj, dm) 
j=l (Hpj, pj) pj" 
[] 
Note that Zm :H(dm-  ~jm--I ~m,jpj)=Hgm_l,m, then we get a new formulation of  the GCD algorithm 
which will be called the modified generalized conjugate directions (MGCD) algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 5-" MGCD ALGORITHM 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, Fo = h -  Hxo, 
for m = 1 . . . . .  until convergence do 
if Ym-I ¢ O, get go, m such that (gO, re, tin_l) • 0, 
fo r i= l  . . . . .  m- - l ,  
(Hgi l,i, gi-l,m) gi_l,i, 
gi, m = gi-l,m -- (Hgi-l,i, gi-l,i) 
end i, 
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Table 1 
The particular cases of the GCD method 
39 
Algorithm Assumptions H h d m 
CG [16] A SPD A b rm-1 
CR [13] A SPD ATA ATb rm l 
CGNE a [13] A nonsingular I x ATrm-I 
CGNR [13] A nonsingular ATA ATb ATrm-i 
GCR [12, 13] A PD ATA AXb rm-1 
PGCR [19,22] A nonsingular, ATH'A ATH'b KATH'rm-I  
H ~ SPD andK PD 
Daniel [10] A nonsingular, AXH'A ATH'b KATH'rm-j 
H ~ and K SPD 
ORTHODIR [30] A nonsingular, ZA Zb d l = qo, 
ZA SPD d,, = Aqm-2, m >~ 2 
ORTHOMIN [30] A nonsingular, ZA Zb dm = rm 1, 
Z PD and ZA SPD 
GMRES b [26]  A nonsingular AX A AX b dm = l)m 
a We have other equivalent formulation of this algorithm which is obtained from the RIA by choosing z,, =Um =ATrm-1, 
see Table 4. 
b This identification will be proved in Section 3.5. 
(gm--l,m, Fm--1) 
Xm = Xm--I -[- (Hgm_l,m, gm_l,m) gm-l,m, 
?m = h - Hxm z ~m_l -- (gm-1, m'~m-1)  . ngm_ l  m '
(ngm_l,m, gm_l,m) 
end m. 
Note that from Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 we get other equivalent formulations of this 
algorithm. The truncated version of the GCO algorithm [11] is given by the TRtA. Choosing H, h and 
dm in the ~CD method we get some well-known algorithms as the conjugate gradient (cG) algorithm of 
Hestenes and Stiefel [16], the version of conjugate gradient proposed by Daniel [10], the conjugate 
residual (CR) algorithm [13], the conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the normal equation with 
minimum residual (CGNR) [13], the conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the normal equation with 
minimum error (C~NE) or the Craig method [13]. The generalized conjugate residual (GCR) algorithm 
[12, 13], the Vinsome algorithm [29] and the preconditioned generalized conjugate residual (PCCR) 
algorithm proposed in [19, 22] are also particular cases of this method. In Table 1 we summarize 
the choices of H, h and d,, in the Gco method for obtaining these algorithms. 
Now we consider the use of  preconditioning techniques in conjunction with iterative methods. Let 
M = M1M2 denote a nonsingular matrix. The solution to (2.1) can be obtained by solving any of 
the following problems. 
Left: M- lAx  = M- lb ,  
Right: (AM-  ~ )Mx = b, 
Split: (M(-1AM21 )Mzx = M{-lb.  
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Table 2 
The preconditioned algorithms obtained from the GCD method 
Algorithm Assumptions H h dm 
CGNE a with left A and M I x ATM-TM-Irm_I 
preconditioning [13] nonsingular 
CGNE a with SPD split [13] A nonsingular M Mx M-IATM-lr,n-1 
and M SPD 
CGNR with right A and M ATA AWb M IM-TATrm-1 
preconditioning [13] nonsingular 
CGNR with SPD split [13] A nonsingular ATM-IA ATM-Ib M-IATM lrm_l 
and M SPD 
Concus et al. [9] A and M SPD A b M-lrm 1 
Meijerink and A SPD A b [LLT]-1rm 
Van Der Vorst [21] 
a We have other equivalent formulations of these algorithms obtained from the RIA, see Table 4. 
The use of such an auxiliary matrix is known as preconditioning. Table 2 gives us the choices 
of H, h and dm in the GCD method for obtaining some known preconditioned algorithms. 
Remark 3.4. The GCR(S) and the ORTHOMIN(S) algorithms as described in [12, 13] correspond, respec- 
tively, to the RRIA(S) and the l'rug(s) with the choice H---ATA, h = ATb and dm = rm-1. The pre- 
conditioned GCR(S) and ORTHOMIN(S) as described in [13] correspond, respectively, to the RR1A(S) and 
the Tgrg(s) with the choice H =ATM~TMI-IA, h =ATM1TM1-1b and dm = M;lM~-lrm-l, and the 
GCR(S) and ORTHOMIN(S) with symmetric positive-definite split preconditioning as described in [13] 
correspond, respectively, to the RRIA(S) and the TRIA(S) with the choice H----ATM-IA, h =ATM- Ib  
and dm = M-lrm-1. 
3.2. The Axe lsson  and Vassi levski  methods  
For generalizing the conjugate gradient method, Axelsson proposed an algorithm in [3], which 
in [4] he generalized further to the generalized conjugate gradient least square algorithm. The 
Axelsson and Vassilevski method [5] is a general version of the Axelsson methods. It is described 
as follows 
ALGORITHM 6: THE AXEL AND VASSIL METHOD 
2o is an arbi trary vector, ro : b - AYo, 
for m = 1 . . . . .  unti l  convergence do 
m--I 
-~m -~-'~m--I + Z (m--l)_ 0~) auj, 
j=0 
m-I  
pm : MFm -- Z flm,jpj, 
j=0 
end m, 
po = Mro, 
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where M is an auxiliary preconditioning matrix, e~m-l) ( j  = 0, . . . ,  m - 1) are choosen such that £m 
minimizes (rm, Brm) and flm,j ( j  = 0 , . . . ,m -- 1) are choosen such that (Pm,ffPj) = 0 with B and B' 
SPD matrices. The following properties are proved in [5]. 
Propos i t ion  3 .5 .  (1 )  (BApj, rm) = O, for j = O, . . . ,m - 1. 
(2) flm,j : (B'pj,Mrm)/(B'pj, p j ) , fo r  j = 0 . . . .  ,m - 1. 
(3) c~. m-l) for j = 0 , . . . ,m - 1 are solution of  the following system: 
I,BA o o, ,BA 0 m,lr om] [ 0 ] 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~__ . . . ° 
(BApm_I,Apo) . . .  (BApm-l,mpm_l) L ~Lm~ll) (BApm-l,rm-1) 
Theorem 3.6. I f  we choose, in the RIA ,  X 0 = XO,Zm = ATBApm I and Um= Pm-1, then we get the 
Axelsson and Vassilevski method. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that 
(Zm~X -- Xm_l) 
(Zm, gm-l,m) 
m-1 
gm_l,m ~ ~'~ O~.m l)pj. 
j=o 
We will prove it by induction; for m = 1 we have 
(Z 1 ,X  - -  Xo) (AT BApo,x - 2o) 
(zl,go,,) g°"= (ATBApo, Po) 
_ (BApo, ro) 
Po (BApo,Apo) Po = 7~O) po. 
Now we assume that it is true for m-  1 and we prove it for m. Let Hm be the matrix given in 
Proposition 3.5; it is easy to see that Hm T = Z~Um and 
[ Hm-1 zT_IHm ] 
Hm= [_z~U~_l (Zm, Um) ]' 
then we get 
1 T - -1  T - -1  - -1  T - -1  ] 
Hm, = "Hmll + Hm_lZm_lUm(Hm/Hm_l) zmVm-lH~n_ l -Hm_lZm_lUm(Hm/Hm-1) 
-(Hm/Hm-I  -1 W --1 J ) zmUm-lHm_l (Hm/Hm_l) -I 
with 
(Hm/Hm_, )  (Zm. Um) T , T = -- zmU. . _ ,H . .  ,Zg_ lUm 
=(~m, Um Urn--, - u , , , _ , ]  Z/,_,Um) [Zm_ I --1 T 
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App ly ing  Propos i t ion  3.5 and the fact that (Zm,X - x m_ l  ) = (BApm-l, rm-1 ) we get 
• , ° ~ H m  ] • . . 
| (m--l) L O~m--1 (BApm-l , rm- l )  
and 
m-I  
I --(Zm'X -- Xm-l)(Hm/Hm-I )-lH~n21ZTm-lUm" 
I L (zm,X- Xm_I>(Hm/Hm_,)-' 
Z ~Sm- l )p j=(Zm,X-  Xm- l}(Hm/Hm-1)- l (pm- I  - [Po , . . . ,  Pm-2][Zdn-IT Um_l  ] -1  Zt~_IUm)T 
j=O 
(Zm,X -- Xm--l) 
= - -  [Zm_ 1 Um-l] Zm_lblm ) (Zm, gm--l,m) (Um Um_l T -1 T 
(zm,x - xm_i) 
= (Zm, gm_l,m) gm-l,m" [] 
Remark 3.7. In the AXELSSON AND VASSILEVSKI METHOD the vectors Pm can be computed from the aux- 
iliary vectors gj,,, used in the RIA with the choice Zm = B'pm-I and Um = Mrm-1. 
Then we have a new formulation of the Axelsson and Vassilevski method, which will be called 
the modified Axelsson and Vassilevski method. 
ALGORITHM 7: THE MODIFIED AXELSSON AND VASSILEVSKI METHOD 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, ro = b - Axo, g0,1 = go, l = Mro, 
for  m = 1 , . . . ,  until convergence do 
(BAgm-l,m, rm-1) 
Xm = Xm--1 "~- ,~ , -  __ \ gm--l,m, 
{BAgm-l,m,Agm-l,m) 
(BAgm_l m,rm-l) , 
rm : rm-1 -- i , ~ ~ - -  \'Agm-l,m, 
~l$agm-l,m,Agm-l,m) 
g o ,  m+l : Mrm, 
for i=1  . . . .  ,m,  
gi, m+l = gi-- l ,m+l - -  
end i, 
g0,m+l = gm, m+l, 
for  i=1  . . . .  ,m,  
BI- - _ ( gi-l,i, gi-l,m+l) 
B'-  - g i -1  i, ( gi--l,i'gi--l,i) 
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gi, m+l z g i - l ,m+l  - -  
end i, 
end m. 
(ATBAgi - l,i, gi-1,re+l) 
(ATBA(ti_l,i, gi 1,i) 
g i - l , i ,  
Remark that the truncated version of the Axelsson and Vassilevski method is given by the RIA 
with this choice and by truncating the sums for Xm and Pro. The methods proposed by Axelsson 
in [3, 4] are particular cases of the Axelsson and Vassilevski method. 
3.3. The Orthodir and Orthomin methods 
For solving an unsymmetric system by generalized CG methods, Young and Jea [30] distinguished 
between Orthodir, Orthomin and Orthores algorithms. The Orthodir algorithm is described as follows: 
ALGORITHM 8: ORTHODIR ALGORITHM 
£o is an arbitrary vector, ro = b -  A£o, 
for  m = 1,. . . ,  until convergence do 
(qm-l,Zrm-1) 
Xm = Xm--1 ~- 
(qm_l,ZAqm_l) qm-l' 
Iq _l,zr _l) 
rm = rm-1 - (qm-l,ZAqm-I)Aqm-l '  
f 
m--I 
qm = Aqm-1 - ~ flm, iqi, 
i--O 
with flm, i = 
end m, 
qo = ro, 
(q, ZAZqm 1) - E~.-lo flm,j(qi, ZAqj) 
(qi, ZAqi) 
where Z is an auxiliary matrix such that ZA is PD matrix. If ZA is SPD then we get the algorithm 
proposed by Ashby et al. [2]. The orthogonal error method [15] which is an extension of the work 
in [14] is also a particular case of  the ORTHOD~R algorithm. It is described as follows. Let B be 
a nonsingular matrix and F(B)= {(Bx, x)/x E/R"} be the field of values of B. We assume that 
0 ~ F(B)  then the orthogonal error method is given by the ORTHODIR algorithm with ZA = B. For the 
ORTHOD~R algorithm we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.8. I f  we choose, in the RIA, x0 : Yo, Zm : ATZTQm- I ,U l  : go and Um= Agm-2 for  m~>2, 
then we get the ORTODIR ALGORITHM. 
ProoL It is sufficient o show that gm-l,m =qm-1 for m ~> 1. We proceed by induction, for rn= 1 we 
have go, 1 = u~ = q0. Assume now that the property is true for m ~> 1. From the Proposition 2.3 in Part 
I [24], we have ZTGm is a lower triangular matrix. Then if we set t =(tm, O, tm, 1,...,tm,,,_l) T E Em 
and t = [ZTGm]-IZTUm+I we get for i = 0 , . . . ,m -- 1 
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(Zi+l,Um+l) - Z~--Io trn,j(Zi+l,gj, j+l) 
tm'i = (Zi+I, gi, i+l) 
(qi, ZAZqm_l) - ~)-~ tm,j(qi, ZAqj) 
(qi, ZAqi) 
and from (2.13) we have 
gm, m+l : Um+l -- Gm[ZTGm]-IZTUm+I 
m-l 
=Aqm-I - ~ flm, iqi 
i=0 
= qm. [] 
Then we have a new formulation of the ORTHODIR algorithm, which will be called the modified 
ORTHODIR algorithm. It is given as follows. 
ALGORITHM 9: MODIFIED ORTHODIR ALGORITHM 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, ro - -b -  Axo, 
for m = 1, . . . ,  until convergence do 
(gm-l,m,Zrm-l) 
X m :Xm--1-~- (gm_l,m,ZAgm_l,m)gm-l,m, 
(gm-l,m, Zrm-l) . Agm-l,m, 
rm : rm-I -- (gm-l,m, ZAgm-l,m) 
go, m+l = Agm-l,m, 
for i - -  1,...,m, 
(gi-l,i, ZAgi-l,m+l) 
gi, m+l : gi--l,m+l -- (gi_l,i, ZAgi_l,i) 
end i, 
end m. 
g0,1 : r0~ 
gi--l,i, 
Young and Jea [30] proposed another algorithm for solving the linear system (2.1). This algorithm 
was called the Orthomin algorithm, it is described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 10-* ORTHOMIN ALGORITHM 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, ro = b -  AYo, 
for m- -  1 . . . . .  until convergence do 
(Pm-l ,Zrm-l)  
(Pm_l,ZApm_l) Pm--l, 
PO = tO, 
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(Pm-l_,_Zrm-l) A 
rm = rm-1  - (pm-l ,ZApm-l)  Pro--l, 
m--1 
Pm = I'm --  Z flm, iP i ,  
i=0 
(pi, ZArm) - ~-~j.-l o flm,j{Pi, ZApj) 
with flm, i = (pi, ZA pi) ' 
end m, 
where Z and ZA are assumed to be PD matrices. We have the following result. 
Theorem 3.9. I f  we choose, in the RIA, X 0 = )~0, Zm = ATZT pm-1  and Um = rm- l ,  then we get the 
ORTHOMIN ALGORITHM. 
Proof. The same proof as for Theorem 3.8. 
Note that Z m =ATZTgm_I ,m;  then we have a new formulation of the ORTHOMIN algorithm which will 
be called the MODIFIED ORTHOMIN ALGORITHM. 
ALGORITHM 11: MODIFIED ORTHOMIN ALGORITHM 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, ro = b -  Axo, 
for  m = 1,. . . ,  until convergence do 
g0,1 =tO,  
(gm- l ,m,  Zrm-1)  
Xm = Xm-I  "{- / ,7 ~ ~ gm- l ,m,  
~gm-l,m,ZAgm-l,m) 
(gin--1 m,Zrm-1) A 
rm = rm-1 --  , ~ \ gm- l ,m,  
~gm- l ,m,ZAgm- l ,m)  
g0,m+l =Fm, 
for  i=  1, . . . ,m,  
(g i - l , i ,  ZAg i - l ,m+l  ) 
gi, m+l = g i - l ,m+l  - -  (g i _ l , i ,ZAg i_ l , i )  g i - l , i ,  
end i, 
end m. 
Note that the ORTHORES algorithm [30] is an other version of the generalized CG method. There 
are two important contributions specifying the cases where these algorithms are really useful in [18, 
20]. The truncated versions of them are given by the TRIA. 
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3.4. The scaled ABS Algorithms 
We will recall a particular class of the scaled ABS algorithms [1]. Let us consider the following 
system: 
VTAx = VTb, (3.2) 
where V=[Vl,..., Vn] is assumed to be a nonsingular matrix. The scaled ABS algorithms, defined for 
solving (3.2), are described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 12: SCALED ABS ALGORITHMS 
20 is an arbitrary vector, Ho is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, 
for rn = 1,..., until convergence do 
Pm = HT-lqm, qm is chosen such that (pm,ATVm) 7~ O, 
(ATUm, X -- Xm-1) 
Xm=Ym 1~- Pro, 
( Aw Urn, Pm) 
Hm =Hm_ 1 T T - Hm-1A VmWmHm_~, 
Wm is chosen such that (ATVm,HT_~Wm) = 1, 
end m. 
We are interested by the following particular choice of win: 
= qm (3.3) 
T T " Wm (A vm,nlm_lqm) 
This particular choice of Wm satisfies the condition (ATVm,HT_IWm) = 1. Now we will give the 
choice of Zm and Um in the RIA in the goal to obtain the scaled ABS algorithm with Wm defined by 
(3.3). Let us remark that 
m--I T T A vjqj 
Hm-, = Ho - ~j:~ Hi_, (AT~ qj) Hi_l,  
and 
Pm = HT-lqm 
m--I 
(ATvj,Hf-lq m) H T - 
= H~qm -- Z (ATvj,Hf_lqj~ j-lqm 
j= l  
m--1 (ATvj,H?_lqm) 
=H~qm-  ~ (ATvj, pj } 1~. 
j= l  
Then we have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.10. Let Wm be given by (3.3). I f  we choose, in the RIA, X=£0, Zm =ATVm and Um =HTqm, 
then we get the corresponding class of the SCALED ABS ALGO~VHM. 
Proof. From the above discussion it is sufficient to prove that gj, m =H~.qm. We proceed by induction, 
for j= l  we have go, m =Um =H~qm. Now we assume that gj-~,m =Hf_~qm and we will prove it for 
j we have 
(zJ, gJ--l,m) 
gj, m =g j - l ,m (zj, gj_ l , j )  ~4j--l,j 
(Arvj, Hf-,qm) Hv _ 
= nT- lqm -- (ATuj, H f  lqj~ ) j - lq j  
( ATvjq~ )7 
= Hj_~ - Hi-1 (ATvj, H~_Iqj)Hj-1 qm 
= Hf. qm. [] 
Then we get a new formulation of ALGORITHM 12, which will be called the modified scaled ABS 
algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 13: MODIFIED SCALED ABS ALGORITHM 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, ro = b -  Axo, Ho is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, 
go,1 =H~ql,ql is chosen such that (Ago, l,Vl) ~ O, m : O, 
1. m = m + 1 until convergence do 
(vm, rm-l) 
X m :Xm- -  1 ~- (vm,Agm_l,m)gm-l,m, 
(Vm, rm-l) A 
Fm ~ Fm--1 i ~ ~ gm--l,m, 
~Vm,Agm--l,m) 
qm+l is chosen, 
2.  g0,m+l = H~qm+l, 
for i= l , . . . ,m, 
gi, m+l ~ g i - - l ,m+l  - -  
(vi,Agi-l,m+l) 
(vi,Agi-l,i) gi-l,i, 
end i, 
if(Agm, m+l,Vm+l) 7~ 0 9o to 1, 
otherwise change qm+l and go to 2. 
Remark that the Stewart algorithm [28], which is also the Broyden algorithm [8], is obtained from 
ALGORITHM 13 with Pm arbitrary such that (ATVm, Pro) ~ O. 
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3.5. Special case 
In Section 2, xk-x0 has been expressed in an arbitrary system {ul,... ,uk} by the formula (2.10). 
xk -x0  can be also expressed in any linearly independent system. This section is concerned with a 
special case, we construct a linearly independent system and we form xk -x0  in this system. The 
system to construct is a basis of a Krylov subspace Kk = {v~,..., vk} and xk - x0 will be expressed 
in this subspace as follows, xk =x0 + Vk[VTAVk]-IV]A(x--Xo), with Vk = [vl,...,Vk]. We use the 
Arnoldi method for constructing this system and the Full Orthogalization method [26] for forming 
xk in this system. The generalized minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm of Saad and Schultz [26] can 
be also given by using the RIA. 
3.5.1. The Arnoldi method 
Arnoldi's method [26] which uses the Gram-Schmidt method for computing an orthonormal basis 
{Vl, v2,..., v~ } of the Krylov subspace Kk = span{vt,AVl,...,A k-~ Vl } can be described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 14: ARNOLDI'S METHOD 
1. Choose an initial vector vl with Ilvlll = 1. 
2. For m= l , . . . ,k ,  do 
hj, m = (v~,Avm), j = 1,...,m, 
m 
/~m+l = Arm -- Z hj, mVj, 
j=l  
hm+l,m = [l~m+l II, 
Vm+ 1 = ~m+l/hm+l,m- 
For a symmetric matrix this method uses only a recurrence of tree terms and becomes the Lanczos 
method [25]. In practical implementation it is more suitable to replace the Gram-Schmidt algorithm 
of step 2 by the modified Gram-Schmidt; see [24, 27]. If Vk is the n × k matrix whose columns 
are  {Vl ,V 2 . . . .  ,Ok} , then Hk = VTAVk, is the upper k x k Hessenberg matrix whose entries are the 
scalars hj, m. Now we will show that the Arnoldi method can be given by the auxiliary vectors gm-l,m 
used in the R~A. 
Theorem 3.11. I f  we choose Zm =VmfOr m=l  . . . . .  k, ul=vl and Um =Arm-1 for  m =2 ....  ,k, and i f  
we use the process 9iven in Remark 2.1, then we yet the ARNOLDI method. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that gm-l,m = Vm. For m = 1 we have 90,1 = u~ = vl. Now we assume 
that this property is true for m >~ 1 and we will prove it for m + 1. Invoking (2.13) we have 
gm, m+l = ( I -  Q')um+,, where Q'm = Gm[ZTmG,n] -~ZT and ZTmGm=VTV~ =In ,  then we get 
gm, m+l = Hm+l -- VmVTHm+I 
=Arm - v~VTAVm 
=Arm - [vl, v2, . . . ,  Vm](hl,m,hz, m,... ,hm, m) y 
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= Arm - L hj, mVj 
j=l 
: Vm+l~ 
and by normalizing 9m, m+l we obtain the result. [] 
Note that for the ARNOLDI METHOD Z m : gm--l,m = Vm and from Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 we 
can get other equivalent formulations. The process given by the RIA and corresponding to this choice 
is the MODIFIED ARNOLDI METHOD. It is described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 15:  THE MODIFIED ARNOLDI METHOD 
1. Choose an initial vector g0,1 with Ilg0,~ ]l= I. 
2. For m= l , . . . , k ,  do 
g0,m+l = Agm-l,m, 
fo r  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
gi, m+l = gi--l.m+l -- (gi--l,i,90,m+l)gi--l.i, 
end i, 
gm, m+, = gm, m+l/llgm, m+l [l" 
3.5.2. The fu l l  orthogonal izat ion method 
In order to solve the linear system (2.1) by the Galerkin method using the orthonormal basis Vk, 
we seek an approximate solution xk of  the form xk = x0 + tk, where x0 is some initial guess to the 
solution x, and tk is a vector of the Krylov subspace Kk=span{ro ,Aro , . . . ,Ak - l ro} ,  with ro=b-Axo .  
Suppose that k steps of  the ARNOLDI METHOD are carried out starting with vl =ro/[[ro[[. Then it is easily 
seen that the vector tk = Vk[VkTA Vk] -1VkTA(x --X0) = ]lr0[[ VkHZIel, where  el = (1,0 . . . .  ,0) E ~k. Hence, 
we can define the full orthogonalization method (FOM) [26] as follows. 
ALGORITHM 16: FOM 
1. Choose Xo and compute ro = b -  Axo and vl = ro/llroll. 
2. For m= l , . . . , k ,  do 
hj, m = (vj,Avm), j = 1 , . . . ,m,  
/~m+l : Arm - ~ hj, mVj, 
j -1  
hm+i,m = libra+' II, 
Vm+l = ~+l/hm+l,m. 
3. xk =x0 + Vk[VkTAVk]-IV~TA(x --Xo). 
Invoking (2.10) we remark that for solving 3 of  the full orthogonalization method we can use the 
RIA with the choice Zm =ATVm and Um =Vm, for this choice the RIA can be fail down (i.e., break-down). 
To avoid this difficulty we use the PRIA. Xk can be also solved by using any direct method reviewed 
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in Part I or any iterative method reviewed above with a choice of z m and Um such that the method 
obtained may be well defined (i.e., x Z; Uk is a strongly nonsingular matrix). 
3.5.3. The 9eneral ized min imum residual (GMRES) algorithm 
The generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method [26] is a projection method which minimizes 
the residual norm over all vectors in the affine subspace x0 ÷ Kk. To describe this algorithm we 
start by noticing that after k steps of Arnoldi's method we have an orthonormal system Vk+, and a 
(k + 1) x k matrix/~k whose only nonzero entries are the elements hj, m generated by the method. 
Thus, Hk is the same as Hk except for an additional row whose only nonzero element is hk+,.k in 
the (k+ 1,k) position. Writing any vector x in x0 +Kk in the form X=Xo +z,  where z is an k-vector 
of Kk we define the least-squares problem 
min Ilro - Azl]. (3.4) min lib - A(xo + z)[[ : z~X~ 
z EK~ 
If we set z = Vky, we can view the norm to be minimized as the following function of y :  
J (y )  = Jiffy, - AVky[[, (3.5) 
where we have let/3 = [[r0[[. Using the fact that AVk = Vk+lHk and the fact that Vk+, is orthonormal 
we obtain 
J (y )  = [[fie, - I~kyl[. (3.6) 
The vector e, is the first column of the (k + 1 ) × (k + 1) identity matrix. Hence, the solution 
of the least-squares problem (3.4) is given by xk = x0 + Vkyk, where Yk minimizes J (y )  defined 
by (3.5), over y E ~k. For implementing x~, Saad and Schultz [26] used the QR-factorization of 
/~k by using plane rotations of Givens, and solved an upper triangular system obtained from this 
factorization. Using the normalized QR-factorization studied in Part I [24], a new implementation 
of GMRES algorithm can be obtained, this question is under investigation. The restarted version of 
the GMRES algorithm [26] can be given by the restarted version of the R~A. Now we will show that 
the GMRES algorithm can be also obtained by using the RIA. For that let xk be the kth iterate vector 
obtained by the GM~ES algorithm. As xk -x0  is a vector of Kk and the corresponding residual vector 
rk is minimum in norm, then we get 
k 
xk = x0 + ~ c~k, ivi, (3.7) 
i= l  
where (~k,i) for i = 1,. . . ,k are solution of the following linear system: 
(Av2,AVl) [[Avzl[ 2 ... (Avz,Avk) ~k,2 = (Avz,ro) (3.8) 
(Avk,AVl) (Avk ,Av2) . . .  ]]Avk[[ 2 ~kkA (Avk,ro)_ 
The linear system (3.8) can be expressed in a matrix-form as follows: 
[VkTATA Vk](~k,.) = VkTATA(x - Xo), (3.9) 
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Table 3 
The identification of some iterative methods with RIA 
51 
Algorithm Assumptions Choice of zm Choice of u,, 
GCO A nonsingular Hdm or dm 
and H SPD H(dm - y'~jm=-- 1' tim 
AXEL. AND VASSIL. A nonsingular ATBApm I pm--I 
and B SPD 
ORTHODIR A nonsingular ATZT qm ~ Ul = qo, 
andZA PD um = Aqm 2, m ~ 2 
ORTHOMIN A nonsingular, AT ZT pm-I rm 1 
Z and ZA PD 
SCALED ABS A and Ho nonsingular ATVm H~qm 
ARNOLDI A nonsingular Vm ut = Vl, 
u,,=Avm l, m >>, 2 
FOM A nonsingular ATvm Vm 
GMRES A nonsingular ATAvm or ATAgm_Lm vm 
Table 4 
The identification of the algorithms obtained by the GCD method with the RIA 
Algorithm Assumptions Choice of Zm Choice of um 
CG A SPD Apm I or Arm-1 r,, 1 
CR A SPD ATApm_l or ATArm_I r,,-i 
CGNE A nonsingular pro-1 or ATrm-i ATrm_l 
CGNR A nonsingular ATApm_I or ATAATrm_I ATrm_l 
GCR A PD AVApm ~ or ATAr,,_~ rm-~ 
DANIEL A nonsingular, ATHApm ~or KATHrm t 
H and K SPD ATHAKATHrm 1 
PGCR A nonsingular, ATHAp,,_I or KATHrm_I 
H SPD and K PD ATHAKA~Hrm_I 
CGNE with left A and M pm-~ or ATM-TM lrm_ 1 
preconditioning nonsingular ATM-T M-  1 rm 1 
CGNE with A nonsingular Mpm_j or M-~ATM-~rm_~ 
SPD split and M SPD ATM lrm_ 1 
CGNR with right A and M AXAp,n_l or M-IM-TATrm j 
preconditioning nonsingular ATAM JM-TATr,~_I 
CGNR with A nonsingular ATM - IApm- 1 or M-  IATM- I rm- I 
SPD split and M SPD AVM-~AM-JATM lrm l 
Concus. et al. A and M SPD Apm-i or M- l rm j 
AM ~rm-I 
Meijerink and A SPD Apm-l or [LLT]-lrm_l 
Van Der Vorst A [LL v]-  1 rm- l 
where  VkVATAV~ is a SPD matr ix ,  and (3 .7)  can be wr i t ten in a matr ix  fo rm as 
xk = x0 + Vk[ vkTATA Vk] -1VkTAVA(x -- Xo). (3 .10)  
Then  f rom (2 .10)  and (3 .10)  we  can see immediate ly  that x~ can be obta ined  f rom the R1A w i th  
the cho ice  Zm = ATAvm and Um= Vm. From this d i scuss ion  we have  the fo l low ing  result .  
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Theorem 3.12. I f  we choose, in the R~A, Zm =ATAVm and Um= Vm for m = 1,...,k, then we 9et the 
GMRES algorithm. 
In Tables 3 and 4 we summarize the results about the identification of the RIA with the various 
iterative methods discussed in this paper. 
A comparative study of the costs and the storage of these algorithms and their modified versions 
will be included in a forcoming work. This formalism can be applied in ~2n for giving so-called 
bi-recursive interpolation algorithm, which can be applied for giving some iterative methods like 
Lanczos methods. This problem is under investigation. 
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